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Abstract: Fast Coin (FAST) is a decentralized digital currency created 

within The Open Network (TON) ecosystem, aimed at facilitating fast, 

secure, and efficient transactions globally. Leveraging the innovative 

blockchain technology of TON, FAST aims to revolutionize digital 

payments, enabling seamless value transfer and fostering widespread 

adoption. This whitepaper provides an in-depth overview of Fast Coin's 

technological foundations, its integration within the TON ecosystem, use 

cases, and the roadmap for development and community engagement. 

1. Introduction: In an increasingly digital world, the demand for efficient 

and reliable payment solutions has never been greater. Fast Coin emerges 

as a response to this need, offering a decentralized alternative for fast and 

secure transactions. Built on the robust infrastructure of The Open Network 

(TON), FAST combines the benefits of blockchain technology with the 

scalability and efficiency of TON, providing users with a seamless 

experience for value transfer and digital commerce. 

2. Technology Overview: Fast Coin is developed within The Open 

Network (TON), benefiting from its advanced blockchain architecture. Key 

technological features of Fast Coin include: 

• Integration with TON: Fast Coin is built within the TON 

ecosystem, utilizing its scalable and efficient blockchain 

infrastructure to ensure fast transaction processing and high 

throughput. 

• Smart Contracts: Leveraging TON's smart contract capabilities, 

Fast Coin enables programmable agreements that execute 

automatically, eliminating the need for intermediaries and reducing 

transaction costs. 

• Layered Architecture: Fast Coin adopts a layered architecture 

within TON, enabling modular development and seamless integration 

with existing and future TON-based applications and services. 

3. Use Cases: Fast Coin offers diverse use cases across various sectors and 

industries, including: 



• Instant Payments: Utilizing TON's high-speed transaction 

processing capabilities, Fast Coin enables instant peer-to-peer 

payments, allowing users to transfer value quickly and securely. 

• Decentralized Applications (dApps): Fast Coin can be integrated 

into a wide range of decentralized applications within the TON 

ecosystem, including decentralized finance (DeFi), gaming, social 

networking, and more. 

• Cross-Border Transactions: With TON's global reach, Fast Coin 

facilitates cost-effective cross-border transactions, enabling 

individuals and businesses to send and receive payments 

internationally with minimal fees and delays. 

4. Roadmap: Fast Coin's development roadmap within the TON 

ecosystem encompasses several key milestones: 

• Project Launch and ICO: The official launch of Fast Coin, release 

of the whitepaper, and the initiation of the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) 

to fund development and community initiatives. 

• Integration and Testing: Integration of Fast Coin within the TON 

ecosystem, alpha and beta testing, and optimization for performance 

and security. 

• Mainnet Deployment: The deployment of Fast Coin's mainnet 

within TON, enabling widespread adoption and integration with 

existing TON-based applications and services. 

• Community Growth and Partnerships: Expansion of the Fast Coin 

community through social media engagement, community events, 

and strategic partnerships within the TON ecosystem and beyond. 

5. Community Engagement: Join the Fast Coin community on our 

official channels: 

• Telegram: https://t.me/fastcoin_info 

• Twitter: https://twitter.com/fastcoin_info 

Stay updated with the latest news, developments, and events surrounding 

Fast Coin. 

https://t.me/fastcoin_info
https://twitter.com/fastcoin_info


6. Conclusion: Fast Coin represents a pioneering initiative within The 

Open Network (TON) ecosystem, offering fast, secure, and efficient 

transactions for users worldwide. With its integration with TON, diverse 

use cases, and strong community support, Fast Coin is poised to become a 

leading digital currency in the evolving landscape of decentralized finance. 

Join us as we revolutionize the future of digital payments with Fast Coin. 

For more information, visit fastcoin.info. 

 

https://fastcoin.info/

